There is a device that needs to be built. This device deals with activities of an Individual, the territory of walking, and anonymous urban spaces. This
device deals with navigation and sensation within the context of the ambulatory experience. This device begs the investigation, examination and, redefining of dualities and contradictions in previously held terms. Most importantly, the author needs this device in order to correct a serious deficiency in his perceptual world. This is a device with ancient connective tissue that accesses and fortifies maps and systems in a corporeal manner. This document Is both treatise and guidebook for the device, a device that needs to be built without haste for the urban ambulator while taking into account historical, epistemologlcal, and philosophical reasons for the creation of said device (and others like it). The nature of the device is varied but deals specifically with the conditions of ambulatory perception. This "machine" is both the resultant and potential of many machinessome built, if in prototypical formothers that have yet to be built but vital for consideration nonetheless.
In looking at "a machine" It Is my belief that out of the critical step of pursuing one, many variations will most certainly follow, proceed, Inform, and enrich the process. These works deal with the measure of perception from the ground level as well as the re-connection of head-based perception systems to the act of ambulation.
The nature of ambulation throughout urban environments demands the use of Instruments of perception that facilitate the endeavor. These instruments exist In our person, sensing, generally from the head region. This sensation of walkingdifferent then the act of walkingdeals both with navigation and perception. So much urban information exists for the ambulatory individual, but perception is limited by reliance on a perceived visual supremacy. When walking, the walker perceives both actions of the body from which motion emanates and the play of the field in which the body exists. Perception of both of these "zones" comes from (to a large degree) the head region. The act of walking Is, then, not just a dynamic physical activity, but a dynamic physical activity with a constant yet varied relationship to the ground. Walking provides a constant physical mediation between movement and rest (or the state of "almost rest"). When Michel de Certeau differentiates between space and place, the latter is relegated to being stable (therefore somewhat benign) and the former to being dependent on fluctuating conventions. "In short, space IS a practiced place. Thus the street geometrically defined by urban planning is transformed into a space by walkers."' Ground in an urban environment is by its very nature contradictory, with hard, seemingly impenetrable surfaces laced with orifices and fissures. Layered in these concrete and asphalt surfaces are archives of the act of urban revision, re-creation, encroachment, and tacit acquiescence. Within these layers exists the information (some could call it detritus) of personal journeys of others. These others may be fellow amublators or journey-people of other methodology, either way; they too add to an accumulation Into a territory which Deleuze and Guattari called "the striated space par-excellence."' With the internal focus of this activity set aloof from the region of interaction, the need arises for considering what It is we miss in perceiving the ground from our lofty height.
Height gives one the dubious advantage of a displaced visual, aural, and olfactory perspective, presumably clouded by proximity to the Interactive ground arena.
However, I posit that In becoming too erectus, we loose much of our understanding of the connectivity manifest in cliches like "being grounded." In being so "head orientated" are we missing both direct dynamic perceptions as they are occurring and the perception of previous actions and situations in the-form of a larger urban archive? One can look to language for indications of our proclivities against such consideration. Such concepts of the base, what is beneath one's feet. Is given negative connotations and acts of peoples subjugated, bowing their heads to the ground Sethi 65
In humiliation, both speak of this terrain as being one of uncleanlmessa space not to be dwelt in. Thus we see how people have found ways to mediate this "base" ground surface (generally under the guise of speed) in ways mainly involving the use of devices with wheelsbicycles, automobiles, rickshaws, etc. So here is introduced an important aspect of my investigation, that of a social space and subsequent social act of walkingwalking as a journey or a communication. One needs to ask first whether one believes that there is something missing in the sensory experience of the walker, and then question the desire to transform or access that which is unobtainable by present means. This desire then can be classified as a transformative one. The device allows the walker to become the embodiment of that which s/he does not possess naturally and is thus personified, or, perhaps, animized.^It follows that the transformative process is a risky onenot as much from the outside as from within.
For it seems that true transformation inherently encodes a journey to "The Other." My work via the experimental ambulation series has dealt with the engagement of ambulatory activities in this particular manner in order to demonstrate that there is a desperate need for a new way of perceiving the world that current means of perception lead to disconnection, to placidity, to complacency, to apathy. Of this I feel most certain, for I am most at home with these dulled, benign, sterilized, pseudo-equivalents of sense and perception.
These attempts on my partrough-hewn, technical, contradictory in nature, humorous, deadlyare the flailing of someone with a selfish interest in regaining lost perception in order to retain some place in the world. Needless to say, I feel it is a desperate attempt to convince others that I am some-thing benign. It is, finally, an attempt born out of numbness and nonconfrontational behavioran attempt born out of wanting to undergo a personal sense of erasure. I have placed in the act of moving through space in walkingthe hypothetical hopes of not merely collecting information but of having what I find redefine how it is I perceive. This need to re-perceive. to attempt to not just perceive differently but to perceive with a new set of standards, values, and re-examined settings carries an urgency akin to the ardor and urgency of breathing.
Olfactory Ambulation
Using devices, performances, diagrams, and other means, I have attempted to reconnect myself with the world in order to feel less isolated. I have tried to do this by starting a type of controlled burn within my perceptive system that I had hoped would be fanned out of control and cause enough devastation to give me the permission, the necessity, to rebuild everything. I have been looking for that special permission to rebuild. 
